Peaceful light healing @ Lakes region hypnosis

Ultra-Height®

Sunrise at Lake Winnisquam

Ultra-Height® is a Level of
Expanded Mental Awareness
Ultra-Height® is a method of hypnosis that guides the mind into
levels of heightened awareness and readily obtains knowledge
and insight to physical, emotional and behavioral difficulties.

A truly beautiful, wonderfully blissful and peaceful method for healing,
exploration and discovery is Ultra-Height®. It is a modality developed by
Gerald F. Kein, director of the Omni Hypnosis Training Center. UltraHeight® is a powerful and versatile method that allows you to open to
extraordinary levels of mental awareness and readily obtain knowledge and
insight to your physical, emotional and behavioral difficulties. While in these
levels of profound mental alertness and activity, the powerful inner mind is
capable of quickly finding the root cause of a difficulty as well as learning the
best way to correct the difficulty.

Peaceful light healing @ Lakes region hypnosis
A person in Ultra-Height® can experience a beautiful and very deep
relaxation throughout their body while the inner mind works to meet the
healing needs. In addition, because a person is in a highly receptive state,
deep and lasting healing is extended to the whole energy system and
structure.
Moving into this profound level of mental awareness is possible for everyone.
The only requirements are to have a great desire and then an expectation
and full commitment. It cannot be forced or pushed but needs to simply be
allowed to happen while being guided by the hypnotist.
The transformation of the powerful inner mind can create is virtually
limitless. With each successive session you are able to move into levels of
expanded mental awareness with more and more ease, gain more insight
and create more healing change in any area of your life. The beauty of
Ultra-Height® is that there are absolutely no dangers, as it is a totally
positive, joyous and loving experience.
WITH ULTRA-HEIGHT® YOU HEAL YOURSELF

We do not replace, nor do we advocate replacing a client seeking
the advice of a healthcare professional, i.e. doctor, specialist,
psychologist, etc. In fact we recommend that your healthcare
specialist be made aware of your “seeing” us, and welcome that
professional’s input if she/he is so inclined or “needs” to be made
aware of the process (this would require a signed release from the
client and from the healthcare professional).

